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The growing dynamics of the digital transformation are continually presenting 
companies with new challenges. Office work today is constantly torn between 
the conflicting priorities of communication, collaboration and concentration. In 
times of new communication technologies that allow us to work anywhere and 
at any time, the office serves as a physical anchor point. 

As a specialist in the holistic design of working environments, ophelis’ range 
of desk systems offers solutions that provide the ideal conditions for dynamic 
work. The entire collection is made in Germany and meets the highest quality 
standards. 

All systems – from work desks to management workplaces to conference ta-
bles – combine high technical functionality with ergonomics and outstanding 
aesthetics. A variety of power supply and docking options make it possible to 
respond flexibly to changing tasks and requirements: there is space for meet-
ings as well as for concentrated individual and creative teamwork. 

The office is transformed from a workplace to an innovative space of knowl-
edge and exchange. And a place where employees feel comfortable and in-
spired.

That moves us.
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5CN series CN series work desk system, electrically adjustable with technical sideboard, paravento M desk screen,  

CN series meeting table



7CN series work desk system with grid mechanism, paravento M floor screen, orga.cube with integrated lighting



9CN series work desk system, electrically adjustable, paravento S floor screen, pinnable tangens partitioning wall system
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CN series work desk system, electrically adjustable with UpDown light, paravento M desk screen, orga.cube,  

glider front running door cupboard



13
Electrically adjustable CN series work desk system with paravento M rearward desk screen, S series sliding door cabinet,  

accessible from both sides, paravento air, paravento hub two-seater compartment
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CN series conference table, electrically adjustable, tangens loft partitioning system,  

glider front running door cupboard, ophelis docks



17CN series conference table, electrically adjustable, glider front running door cupboard



19Electrically adjustable CN series work desk system

Everything in one system: Electrically adjustable sitting/standing table, modular table, 
folding table, meeting table, conference installation.
With the CN series, a classic C leg and extra-flat cantilevers, all zones of the working environ-
ment can be furnished with one style and one system. The series comprises sitting/standing 
tables, side, meeting and conference tables in a uniform design. In addition, the CN series 
opens up plenty of scope for the individual design of office spaces with side legs in square or 
round tube and powder-coated or chrome variants. 

The electrically adjustable sitting/standing tables are available in two versions – height adjust-
able from 680 to 1180 mm or from 650 to 1270 mm. Both are outstanding due to the high 
stability obtained without the use of additional horizontal crossbars and feature an impressively 
quiet driving mechanism, collision protection as standard and the option of selecting memory 
and sensor control. As a conference table, the series can be joined together to any desired 
length, whereby the table legs connect the tops together. Or as an electrically adjustable con-
ference table which can be used for seated meetings or converted to standing mode at the 
touch of a button.

The desk with tool-free, incremental height adjustment (fig. 4) has the same design and com-
plements the electrically adjustable variant. The system is completed with a folding table on 
castors. The convenient electrical connections via an integrated flap or organisation rail take 
care of cable management.

1: Organization rail with monitor swivel arm and desk screen

2: Convenient electrification with sliding table top

3: CPU mount

4: Tool-free, incremental height adjustment

5: Convenient electrification with flap

6:  Convenient electrification with sliding table top, seal brush  

and rear desk screen
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21
CN Duo series work desk system, paravento M back partition, orga.cube double garage with integrated light,  

ophelis sum six-seater boothCN Duo series

The CN Duo variant creates a double workstation 
with reduced leg base and independent electrical 
height adjustment.



23L series L series work desk system, paravento S desk screen, S series sliding door cabinet, accessible from both sides,  

paravento hub two-seater compartment

Impressive functionality and lightweight handling
With the L series, functionality speaks for itself: with its infinitely variable, spring-assisted height adjust-
ment, it can be adjusted by the user alone, without having to call on the help of technical staff – which 
means that the L series saves on costs. Supplied as standard with sliding table top and spacious cable 
channel, the L series provides easy access for convenient cable management.



25L series work desk system, ophelis docks



27
Z series work desk system, slimline mobile container, S series sliding door cabinet,  

wall cabinet system in carcass construction designZ series



29Z series cafeteria tables, paravento hub



31Z series bench, paravento hub four-seater compartment

Versatile and open to new opportunities
The purist and timeless design opens up plenty of 
opportunities for workspace design and can easily 
be combined with existing furnishing systems in 
your working environment.

As a basic table range, the Z series offers a num-
ber of quality features: the elements which make 
up the frame are made from high-quality cast 
aluminium and drawn steel tube. Corner and node 
connectors are used to attach the plate frame and 
guarantee a high level of stability. You can choose 
either round or square table legs.



33U4 series work desk system, U4 series meeting table, paravento S floor screen, S series orga.regalU4 series



35U4 series bench, paravento S desk screen, glider front running door cupboard



37

Designing workspaces – functional and  
well-defined
The overall look of the U4 series is contemporary 
and sophisticated. The side view of the table frame 
resembles an inverted U-shape; 4 stands for four 
legs and the four-cornered shape of the legs. The 
table top appears to hover over the frame and re-
cessed crossbars ensure plenty of leg room. The 
sliding panel function provides easy access to the 
cable channel across the entire width of the desk. 
Additional convenience is provided by the desk 

versions with an organisation rail which makes it 
possible to add adaptive elements such as storage 
shelves, monitor swivel arms, lights and third-level 
organisation across the entire width of the desk with-
out tools and without obstructing the sliding panel.

The power supply is conveniently accessible via a 
sliding table top with or without an organisation rail. 
The vertical steel cable channel on the leg provides 
“invisible” cable routing; alternatively, a cable chain 
matching the design is available. 

The height-adjustment of the table works tool-free 
by turning a knob. The table can be individually 
adjusted to the user in the range of 650 to 850 
mm by simply pulling out or pushing in the table 
legs. 
The system is rounded off by meeting tables with a 
fixed height of 720 mm.

1:  Convenient electrical connections with organisation rail

2:  Visible incremental height adjustment at the turn  

of a knob

3: Steel cable channel
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39M series M series bench, facett shelving system, paravento M desk screen



41M series work desk system with technical sideboard

Classic look with impressive details
The M series is characterised by its special design as a four-leg round tubular 
frame with extensions made from die-cast aluminium, available in many dif-
ferent colours for design variety. The extensions provide additional leg room 
simply by turning the table leg outwards. In addition, they also have a groove 
which holds the spacious horizontal cable channel which can easily be oper-
ated via a sliding table top. The M series features tool-free infinitely variable 
height adjustment from 680 to 760 mm as standard. Optionally, the scale can 
be concealed by means of a cover. This successful range and its many types 
of work surface, bench solutions, conference and meeting tables and easily 
accessible organising elements, such as the technical sideboard, provide solu-
tions for just about any requirement of the modern working environment. 

1: Leg room cover 

2: Sliding table top

3: Height adjustment
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43Q3 series Q3 series work desk system, glider front running door cupboard
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The Q3 series is a modern work desk system 
with contours which closely reflect the design of 
minimalist architecture. The focus is on the reduc-
tion and harmonisation of shape, materials and 
colour, whilst at the same time fulfilling all techni-
cal requirements. The design is characterised by 
the square four-leg base and linear supporting 
structure of the table. A key design feature is the 
seamless side clip which joins the legs to the plate 
frame in all three dimensions. Additional lightness 
comes from the apparently hovering table top 
with a 5 mm visible gap, whereby the table top is 
available in thicknesses of 13, 19 or 25 mm. The 
functions of the Q3 series are straightforward and 
immediately evident – the height adjustment via 
an aluminium X profile is intentionally made clearly 
visible on the tubular legs.

To ensure that furnishings are consistent from 
workstation and executive offices to conference 
areas, stainless steel versions with lacquered glass 
table tops and linking solutions for conferences 
and meetings are available in addition to powder-
coated frames.

The convenient electrical version has a split panel 
and sliding panel function to allow access to the 
cable channel across the entire width of the desk. 
A brush across the whole length protects against 
dust and keeps the cables in place. 

The vertical cable routing is “invisible” thanks to 
a steel cable channel on the table leg or a cable 
chain. Castors can be fitted to the legs to make the 
Q3 series mobile. The convenient telescopic height 
adjustment provides infinitely adjustable heights 
from 680 to 820 mm.

1:  Convenient access to power supply by  

sliding table top

2: CPU holder

3: Steel cable channel
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47radoppio radoppio management desk, electrically adjustable with technical sideboard,  

glider front running door cupboard, ophelis docks
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radoppio is both a management workstation and a meeting table. With a tech-
nically sophisticated electrical height adjustment and a four-leg frame, it is 
also ergonomically suitable for management tasks, whether seated or standing. 
By virtue of its size, it enables meetings to be held right at the workstation. The 
top is crafted to perfection with integrated cable routing.

Partitioned sliding table top with cable outlets Twist



51con.media

con.media is a conference system which combines both formal and functional 
aspects in a single unit. Because of the many different system components 
available – all carefully coordinated and preconfigured for the integration of 
media and technology – con.media is suitable for use in all communication 
areas of the company. 

Conference and meeting tables are available in a range of different sizes, 
shapes, materials and surfaces. The ophelis userbase in stainless steel or ve-
neer is accessible from both sides and delivers power and data to the table.



53ophelis docks tables ophelis docks bench with paravento air, ophelis docks sofa and armchair

The ophelis docks portfolio comprises a variety of upholstered modules with or 
without shielding, as well as storage and tables in lounge, sitting or standing 
height which can be arranged to create a variety of layouts. The tables deliber-
ately set themselves apart form the traditional desks and meeting tables, both 
by virtue of their unique style and through their materials. ophelis docks is 
available as a bench for creative teamwork or for use as a temporary worksta-
tion or for creating meeting places. 

The leg bases are available in black, white and polished aluminium or solid 
oak, walnut and cherry.

The “ophelis docks – islands within a room” brochure gives you a detailed in-
sight into the complete product range and the resulting design options.



55ophelis docks high bench and tables



57ophelis docks standing bench with userbase ophelis docks standing table with built-in monitor



E-solution
Our e-solution concepts elegantly make power and data available within, under and on top of the desk. 

1: Rear desk screen with sliding table top and seal brush

2: Userbase

3: Netbase

4:  Convenient electrification with flap and  

monitor swivel arm

1: Cable chain

2:  Vertical cable duct with  

cable chain

3: Vertical cable duct

4: Cable outlet at rear desk edge

5: Round cable outlet

6: Square cable outlet

7: Horizontal cable duct
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